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COMMENTS:
TO:     DIRECTOR, FBI (100-33702)(100-30667)
FROM:  SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (100-1405)(100-40586)
RS:     JOHN ORION FITZIAN
        OR  C;
        HARRIETE ADLER FITZIAN, aka
        IS  C
Re:  Quirtel 9/16/59.

The San Francisco Office has not received any information that JOHN FITZIAN will serve as a correspondent for 'The Worker' from any sources other than CG 524-9* and BY 694-8*

SF 1159-C on 9/19/59 advised that at a meeting of HARRIETE FITZIAN's CP Club on 9/14/59, after she and her family had departed, it was announced that she was on her vacation and would return the next week. A neighborhood source advised that Mrs. FITZIAN was heard to comment that she and her family would be in Europe for approximately one year but that there was no mention of the employment of JOHN FITZIAN.

If any information concerning JOHN FITZIAN's employment is obtained from any other source, the Bureau will be advised immediately.
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